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Nomenclature

$I^H sp$ = spacecraft rigid body angular momentum (including the stationary reaction wheels) relative to the inertial frame, Nms

$J_s$ = spacecraft mass moment of inertia, including the stationary reaction wheels, kg-m$^2$

$I^b \omega$ = spacecraft angular velocity relative to the inertial frame, rad/sec

$b^r \omega$ = reaction wheel angular velocity relative to the body-fixed frame, rad/sec

$T$ = $3 \times 4$ conversion matrix from reaction wheel axial unit vectors to the body-fixed frame

$I_i$ = $i$th reaction wheel axial moment of inertia, kg-m$^2$

$\Omega_i$ = $i$th reaction wheel spin rate relative to the body-fixed frame, rad/sec

$\beta$ = reaction wheel base angle, rad

$I^H rw$ = total spinning reaction wheel angular momentum relative to the inertial frame, Nms

$I^H ss$ = total angular momentum for the spacecraft system relative to the inertial frame, Nms

$f$ = environmental disturbance torque, Nm

$\hat{f}$ = estimated environmental disturbance torque, Nm

$q_i, i = 1, \cdots, 4$ = quaternion elements

$h_{rw}$ = reaction wheel angular momentum along its spin axis, Nms

$h$ = total reaction wheel angular momentum relative to the body-fixed frame, Nms

$u$ = control input

$H$ = spacecraft angular momentum, Nms

$\hat{H}$ = estimated spacecraft angular momentum, Nms

$\phi_i$ = basis functions

$\Theta$ = unknown constant matrix

$\hat{\Theta}$ = estimation of $\Theta$

$\alpha$ = forgetting factor or rate of convergence

$(X_B, Y_B, Z_B)$ = spacecraft body-fixed frame

$(X, Y, Z)$ = inertial reference frame

I. Introduction

Estimation of disturbance input is a subject of practical significance in space applications, especially for small or micro satellites conducting science missions near earth or lunar orbits subjected to unknown disturbance inputs due to, for example, aerodynamic drag, magnetic field or gravity gradient. For on-orbit guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) mission planning, these external torques are taken into consideration when determining the
momentum management operations during space science missions, as these would impact the
capacity and size of the momentum management actuators, such as reaction wheels and/or
reaction control system (RCS) thrusters. For large missions conducted by sizable spacecraft,
sufficient margins are often built into the design and selection of actuators. However, for a
small or micro satellite application, such as the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment
Explorer (LADEE)\textsuperscript{1} or CubeSats,\textsuperscript{2} because of its low budget and high risk nature of missions,
the amount of science and the level of precision it can achieve are limited by the available
actuation control authority and the disturbance environment it is exposed to.

The problem of designing an observer for linear systems with unknown inputs has been
studied quite extensively in the past,\textsuperscript{3–7} where the so-called unknown input observer (UIO)
was developed to estimate the system states through the decomposition of the state vector
according to the presence of disturbance input. On the other hand, the subject of disturbance
input estimation is often motivated by practical needs; for example, monitoring and control-
ling the cutting force in machine tooling\textsuperscript{8,9} and for system fault detection and isolation.\textsuperscript{10,11}
The common goal in these considerations is to improve the performance of the overall system
behavior by making use of the estimated disturbance input. Of course, when the disturbance
input can be modeled through an input-output relationship, it can be readily incorporated
into the plant dynamics and considered as part of the overall system description. However,
for an unknown and not measurable disturbance input, various approaches have been pro-
posed. For a more general multi-input multi-output system consideration, Corless and Tu,\textsuperscript{12}
and Ha and Trinh\textsuperscript{13} developed a disturbance input estimator by utilizing the linear matrix
inequality (LMI) technique for a class of nonlinear/uncertain systems satisfying a Lipschitz
condition. Their design does not involve differentiating the measured outputs, as opposed
to Park and Stein\textsuperscript{8} where a disturbance estimator was designed by differentiating the output
measurement. Xiong and Saif\textsuperscript{14} extended the disturbance estimation design by proposing
a reduced order input estimator and an adaptive observer design for linear time-invariant
systems. Liu and Peng\textsuperscript{15} designed a disturbance observer by utilizing a dynamic inversion
algorithm and by enforcing prescribed algebraic conditions on input and output matrices
through the selection of some parameter matrices. In this paper, we propose to design an
integrated adaptive disturbance torque estimator and momentum observer for an orbiting
spacecraft. The goal is to utilize the disturbance torque through adaptive identification as
a source of spacecraft momentum management authority during orbital science missions.
In particular, it can be used to desaturate the reaction wheel momentum, unlike conven-
tional momentum dumping maneuvers that rely on the execution of RCS thrusters. This
approach is especially appealing for small or micro satellite applications, where the impact
of disturbance torque is more pronounced because of its limited control authority.

In this paper, a polynomial approximation for an unknown disturbance input is formu-
lated using least-squares methods. Specifically, fixed order Chebyshev polynomials are used as basis functions, and an adaptive momentum estimator is developed and integrated with spacecraft rigid-body equations of motion to form an augmented disturbance torque estimation system. The covariance update law that has a variable forgetting factor is implemented and, by using a Lyapunov-type approach, it can be shown that the rate of estimation error convergence for both disturbance and momentum estimation can be made at the same level as the forgetting factor.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we consider the dynamics of an orbiting spacecraft that has four reaction wheels. A momentum reduction scheme is proposed that suggests a range of spacecraft attitude maneuver in order to take advantage of the estimated disturbance torque. An adaptive least-squares approach is introduced in Section III, where we utilize the notion of quadratic stability to demonstrate that the rate of convergence for disturbance estimation error is guaranteed to be the same as the forgetting factor. It is also shown that the achievable convergent rate or forgetting factor is determined only when a positive definite solution exists for an associated time-varying Riccati differential equation. In Section IV a momentum estimator for an orbiting spacecraft is developed for estimating the spacecraft angular momentum. Using Lyapunov stability theory it is shown that the disturbance torque estimation error and the momentum estimation error converge to zero simultaneously at a prescribed rate of convergence given by the forgetting factor. Section V contains a numerical simulation. There we consider a lunar orbiting small spacecraft, where the dominant disturbance torque is due to the lunar gravity gradient. The proposed adaptive disturbance estimator is demonstrated to be effective in predicting the disturbance torques. In addition, the estimated disturbance torque is then used to desaturate the reaction wheels. Finally, Section VI contains a summary conclusion.

II. Spacecraft System Dynamics

In this paper, we consider an orbiting small or micro spacecraft whose attitude maneuvers are achieved by the onboard reaction wheels. For the purpose of this study, we assume there are four reaction wheels and they are arranged in such a way to produce sufficient control torque authority and also provide redundancy. This reaction wheel arrangement has commonly been adopted by many space missions, such as LADEE, Kepler, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), and Solar Dynamic Observatory (SDO), to name a few. For illustration, Fig. 1 shows an example of four reaction wheels placed in a four-sided pyramid configuration with base angle $\beta$. The angular momentum of the spacecraft in the inertial frame is given by
\[ I H^p(t) = J_s I \omega^b(t), \] \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( J_s \) is the mass moment of inertia of the spacecraft, including the stationary reaction wheels, and \( I \omega^b = [\omega_x \ \omega_y \ \omega_z]^T \) is the angular velocity of the spacecraft relative to the inertial frame. Let \( T \) be the conversion matrix that transforms the reaction wheel spin axis to the spacecraft body-fixed frame, and is given by

\[
T = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \beta & 0 & -\cos \beta & 0 \\
0 & \cos \beta & 0 & -\cos \beta \\
\sin \beta & \sin \beta & \sin \beta & \sin \beta 
\end{bmatrix}.
\] \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ \text{Figure 1. A pyramid configuration of four reaction wheels.} \]

Then, the total reaction wheel angular momentum relative to the inertial frame, denoted by \( I H^{rw} \), can be described in the spacecraft body-fixed frame as

\[ I H^{rw}(t) = T I_{rw} T^T I \omega^b(t) + T I_{rw} b \omega^{rw}(t), \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( I_{rw} = \text{diag}\{I_1, I_2, I_3, I_4\} \); \( I_i \) denotes the \( i \)th wheel axial moment of inertia, and \( b \omega^{rw} = \Omega_1, \Omega_2, \Omega_3, \Omega_4]^T \); \( \Omega_i \) denotes the \( i \)th wheel spin rate relative to the body-fixed frame.

Therefore, the total angular momentum for the spacecraft system is the summation of the spacecraft angular momentum given in Eq. (1) and reaction wheel angular momentum...
given in Eq. (3), and is described by

\[ I_{ss}(t) = I_{sp}(t) + I_{rw}(t) \]
\[ = J_s I_w(t) + TI_{rw} T I_w b(t) + T I_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t) \]
\[ = J I_w b(t) + T I_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t), \]

where \( J = J_s + TI_{rw} T \). Note that in the case of large spacecraft the reaction wheel inertia can be negligible compared to the spacecraft inertia, hence \( J \approx J_s \). However, this may not be the case for micro spacecraft, where size/mass of the reaction wheel is comparable to the size/mass of the spacecraft. The derivation for the rotational equations of motion follows a standard approach,\(^{21–23}\) for completeness we present below a derivation.

Let \( f(t) \) denote the total external disturbance torque, and by taking the time derivative of Eq. (4) with respect to the inertial frame and setting it equal to the external disturbance torque, we obtain

\[ f(t) = \frac{d I_{ss}(t)}{dt} = b d I_{ss}(t) + I \omega b(t) \times I_{ss}(t). \]

In attaining above we have applied the fundamental kinematics equation to obtain the second equality, where \( \frac{d X}{dt} \) denotes the time derivative of \( X \) with respect to the spacecraft body-fixed frame. Substituting Eq. (4) into above yields,

\[ f(t) = [J I_w b(t) + TI_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t)] + I \omega b(t) \times [J I_w b(t) + TI_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t)] \]
\[ = [J I_w b(t) + I \omega b(t) \times J I_w b(t)] + [TI_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t) + I \omega b(t) \times TI_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t)] . \]

Let \( u(t) = [\tau_x \tau_y \tau_z]^T \) be the internal control torque generated by the reaction wheels, then the equal and opposite torque will be applied to the spacecraft. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as follows,

\[ J I_w b(t) = J I_w b(t) \times I \omega b(t) + u(t) + f(t), \]

where the control torque \( u(t) \) is defined by

\[ u(t) = -TI_{rw} b \dot{\omega}_{rw}(t) - I \omega b(t) \times TI_{rw} b \omega_{rw}(t) \]
\[ = -T \dot{h}_{rw}(t) - I \omega b(t) \times Th_{rw}(t), \]

where \( h_{rw}(t) \) and \( h_{rw}(t) \) denote the reaction wheel torque and angular momentum along its spin axis. Eq. (7) represents the spacecraft dynamics subject to the control torque and the external disturbance torque.
II.A. Attitude kinematic equations

The spacecraft attitude kinematics can be expressed in terms of quaternions, and hence the quaternion kinematic differential equations can be described by

$$\dot{\mathbf{q}} = \frac{1}{2} \boldsymbol{\Lambda} \dot{\mathbf{q}}$$

(9)

where $\dot{\mathbf{q}} = [q_1 \ q_2 \ q_3 \ q_4]^T$ denotes the quaternion vector and $\boldsymbol{\Lambda}$ is defined as

$$
\boldsymbol{\Lambda} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \omega_z & -\omega_y & \omega_x \\
-\omega_z & 0 & \omega_x & \omega_y \\
\omega_y & -\omega_x & 0 & \omega_z \\
-\omega_x & -\omega_y & -\omega_z & 0
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

Let $\mathbf{H} = J^I \omega^b$ denote the spacecraft system momentum, then Eq. (7) along with Eq. (9) forms a complete equations of motion for spacecraft attitude control during orbital maneuvers,

$$
\begin{aligned}
\Sigma : & & 
\dot{\mathbf{H}}(t) = \mathbf{H}(t) \times \mathbf{\omega}(t) + \mathbf{u}(t) + \mathbf{f}(t) \\
\dot{\mathbf{q}}(t) = & \frac{1}{2} \boldsymbol{\Lambda}(t) \dot{\mathbf{q}}(t)
\end{aligned}
$$

(10)

To simplify the presentation, we have dropped the superscripts. The goal of this paper is to design an estimator for disturbance torque $f(t)$, therefore it can be used to assist spacecraft momentum management and attitude control. We first propose to utilize an adaptive least-squares minimization approach to approximate the disturbance torque using a set of regression functions, and then integrate it with the feedback estimator for momentum estimation. The attitude (quaternions) measurement data will be recorded and used to characterize the disturbance torque, and can be used to characterize the relation between spacecraft attitude and disturbance torque.

II.B. A momentum reduction scheme

In most spacecraft attitude control problems, the external/environmental disturbances were omitted from the problem formulation. This is justified since the reaction wheels are often used for attitude controls, and the excessive angular momentum caused by the external disturbances can be directly transferred and stored in the reaction wheels. Therefore, as long as there is sufficient reaction wheel momentum capacity to provide the necessary control authority, the disturbance torque can be omitted when designing the attitude controllers. For many spacecraft missions, activation of RCS thrusters is used to perform a planned momentum reduction maneuver for removal of excessive reaction wheel angular momentum.
In this paper, we utilize the estimated disturbance torque to unload the reaction wheel angular momentum. To this end, we assume that both spacecraft attitude and disturbance torque are available, hence, depending on the direction of the reaction wheel momentum build-up, we may re-orient the spacecraft attitude so that the estimated disturbance torque \( f(t) \) is aligned opposite to the direction of the momentum build-up. The following derivation illustrates the proposed approach.

Recall Eqs. (7) and (8). If we set \( u(t) + f(t) = 0 \), from Eq. (8), we obtain

\[
f(t) = \dot{h}(t) + \omega(t) \times h(t),
\]

where \( h(t) = T h_{rw}(t) \) denotes the total reaction wheel angular momentum relative to the body-fixed frame. To determine the direction of \( f(t) \) for momentum management, let \( V(t) = h^T(t) h(t) \) be a candidate Lyapunov function for (11). Then, by taking the time derivative of \( V(t) \) along any solution of (11), yields

\[
\dot{V}(t) = 2 h^T(t) \dot{h}(t) = 2 h^T(t) [f(t) - \omega(t) \times h(t)].
\]

Since \( h(t) \) is orthogonal to \( \omega(t) \times h(t) \), (12) can be simplified to

\[
\dot{V}(t) = 2 h^T(t) f(t).
\]

It is obvious from (13) that, in order to ensure \( \dot{V}(t) < 0 \) or equivalently the monotonic decreasing of reaction wheels momentum, the angle \( \theta \) between the two vectors \( h(t) \) and \( f(t) \) must satisfy: \( \frac{\pi}{2} < \theta < \frac{3\pi}{2} \). In addition, the maximum momentum reduction can be achieved when the spacecraft attitude is re-oriented such that \( f(t) \) is aligned with \( -h(t) \), that is \( \theta = \pi \).

In what follows, we present the disturbance torque estimation by utilizing the adaptive least-squares approach, integrated with an angular momentum estimator.

## III. Adaptive Least-Squares Method

Before proceeding further, we consider the following nonlinear system,

\[
\dot{x}(t) = F(x(t)),
\]

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and the function \( F(\cdot) \) is assumed continuous. The following definition is common in the literature on robust stabilization via Lyapunov functions, see for instance Corless\(^{24}\) and Swei and Corless.\(^{25}\)
Definition 1: Let $\alpha > 0$ be given. The system described in Eq. (14) is quadratically stable at a rate of convergence $\alpha$, if there exists a positive-definite symmetric matrix $P \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ such that
\[
x^T P F(x) \leq -\alpha x^T P x,
\]
for all $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$.

It should be noted that if there is a $P > 0$ satisfying Eq. (15), then $V(x) = x^T P x$ is a Lyapunov function for Eq. (14), since in this case,
\[
\dot{V}(x) = 2x^T P F(x) \leq -2\alpha x^T P x = -2\alpha V(x) < 0,
\]
which, in fact, indicates that Eq. (14) is globally uniformly exponentially stable with a rate of convergence $\alpha$.\(^{24,25}\)

Recall Eq. (10). Let the disturbance input $f(t)$ be given by
\[
f(t) = \Theta^T \Phi(t),
\]
where $\Theta$ is an unknown constant matrix and $\Phi(t)$ a known vector of basis functions, such as Chebyshev polynomials. Let $\Phi(t) = [\phi_1(t), \phi_2(t), \cdots, \phi_q(t)]^T$ where $\{\phi_1(t), \phi_2(t), \cdots, \phi_q(t)\}$ are linearly independent. The inner product in $L^2(t_0, t)$ is defined as $(x, y) = \int_{t_0}^{t} x(\tau) y(\tau) d\tau$ and the $L^2$ norm of $x$ is given by $\|x\|_2 = \sqrt{(x, x)}$. Then, we can show that
\[
\Delta(t) = \int_{t_0}^{t} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau = \begin{bmatrix}
(\phi_1, \phi_1) & (\phi_1, \phi_2) & \cdots & (\phi_1, \phi_q) \\
(\phi_2, \phi_1) & (\phi_2, \phi_2) & \cdots & (\phi_2, \phi_q) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
(\phi_q, \phi_1) & (\phi_q, \phi_2) & \cdots & (\phi_q, \phi_q)
\end{bmatrix}
\]
is a positive definite symmetric matrix function.\(^{26}\) For completeness, we present a proof. Consider a vector $a(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{q} a_i \phi_i(t)$, where $(a_1, a_2, \cdots, a_q)$ are real scalars. Then, we obtain
\[
0 \leq \|a(t)\|_2^2 = (\sum_{i=1}^{q} a_i \phi_i(t), \sum_{j=1}^{q} a_j \phi_j(t)) = \sum_{i=1}^{q} \sum_{j=1}^{q} a_i(a_i, \phi_j) a_j = d^T \Delta(t) d,
\]
where $d = [a_1, a_2, \cdots, a_q]^T$. Obviously, $\Delta(t) \geq 0$. Note that $d^T \Delta(t) d = 0$ if and only if
\[ \| \sum_{i=1}^{q} a_i \phi_i(t) \|_2 = 0, \] or equivalently,
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{q} a_i \phi_i(t) = 0. \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Since \( \{\phi_1(t), \phi_2(t), \cdots, \phi_q(t)\} \) are linearly independent, (20) is true if and only if \( \mathbf{d} = 0 \). Hence, we conclude that \( \Delta(t) > 0 \). Note that this condition is known as the Persistent Excitation (PE)\(^{17}\).

Let \( \hat{f}(t) \) be an estimate of \( f(t) \) at time \( t \) and given by
\[ \hat{f}(t) = \hat{\Theta}^T(t) \Phi(\tau), \quad t_0 \leq \tau \leq t, \] \hspace{1cm} (21)
where \( \hat{\Theta}(t) \) is an estimate of \( \Theta \) at time \( t \). Then, the approximation error \( \epsilon(t) \) can be defined by
\[ \epsilon(t) = \hat{\Theta}^T(t) \Phi(\tau) - f(\tau), \quad t_0 \leq \tau \leq t. \] \hspace{1cm} (22)

It should be noted that if we take the control execution period into consideration, then (21) should be modified to be
\[ \hat{f}(t) = \hat{\Theta}^T(t) \Phi(\tau - \sigma_s), \]
where \( \sigma_s \) is the control period. However, in this paper we assume the process delay is negligible, that is \( \sigma_s \approx 0 \). Given the approximation error at time \( t \) as given in (22), we consider the following exponential cost function,
\[ J_\epsilon(\hat{\Theta}(t)) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \epsilon^T(\tau) \epsilon(\tau) d\tau, \] \hspace{1cm} (23)
where \( \alpha \geq 0 \) is known as the forgetting factor\(^{17}\) and considered as a design parameter in this study. Note that \( J_\epsilon(\hat{\Theta}) \) is a convex function of \( \hat{\Theta} \) and that the exponential factor \( \alpha \) is imposed to ensure the specified rate of decay for approximation error \( \epsilon \). The minimum for \( J_\epsilon(\hat{\Theta}) \) can be determined from
\[ \frac{\partial J^T_\epsilon}{\partial \hat{\Theta}^T} = 0 = \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau \hat{\Theta}(t) - \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) f^T(\tau) d\tau. \] \hspace{1cm} (24)

Solving for \( \hat{\Theta}(t) \) at time \( t \) gives
\[ \hat{\Theta}(t) = R(t) \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) f^T(\tau) d\tau, \] \hspace{1cm} (25)
where
\[ R(t) = \left[ \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau \right]^{-1}. \] (26)

It follows from (18) that \( R(t) > 0 \). Furthermore, by utilizing the fact that \( R(t)R^{-1}(t) = I \) and taking the time derivative on both sides, yields
\[ \frac{dR^{-1}(t)}{dt} = -R^{-1}(t)\dot{R}(t)R^{-1}(t), \] (27)

where \( R^{-1}(t) \) is given by
\[ R^{-1}(t) = \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau. \] (28)

To derive the expression for \( \frac{dR^{-1}(t)}{dt} \), we make use of the Leibniz’s rule to obtain
\[ \frac{dR^{-1}(t)}{dt} = -2\alpha R^{-1} + \Phi(t)\Phi^T(t). \] (29)

Now, we equate (29) to (27), and pre- and post-multiply by the matrix \( R(t) \), we obtain
\[ \dot{R}(t) = 2\alpha R(t) - R(t)\Phi(t)\Phi^T(t)R(t). \] (30)

Similarly, taking the time derivative for (25) renders
\[ \dot{\Theta}(t) = \dot{R}(t) \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau)f^T(\tau) d\tau + R(t)\frac{d}{dt} \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau)f^T(\tau) d\tau. \] (31)

Substituting (30) for \( \dot{R}(t) \) and applying the Leibniz’s rule to the second term in (31), to obtain
\[ \dot{\Theta}(t) = -R(t)\Phi(t) \left\{ \Phi^T(t)\dot{\Theta}(t) - f^T(t) \right\}. \] (32)

Therefore, (32) and (30) together describe the estimation dynamics. Let the estimation error \( \tilde{\Theta}(t) \) be defined by
\[ \tilde{\Theta}(t) = \dot{\Theta}(t) - \Theta, \quad \dot{\tilde{\Theta}}(t) = \tilde{\Theta}(t), \] (33)

then substituting (33) into (32), and combining with (30), yields
\[ \begin{cases} 
\dot{\tilde{\Theta}}(t) = -R(t)\Phi(t)\Phi^T(t)\tilde{\Theta}(t) \\
\dot{R}(t) = 2\alpha R(t) - R(t)\Phi(t)\Phi^T(t)R(t) 
\end{cases} \] (34)
Note that Eq. (30) is a time-varying Riccati differential equation (TVRDE). By choosing

\[ V_a(\tilde{\Theta}) = \text{trace}\left\{ \tilde{\Theta}^T R^{-1} \tilde{\Theta} \right\} > 0 \]

as a candidate Lyapunov function for (34), we can show that \( \tilde{\Theta}(t) \to 0 \), and hence \( \epsilon(t) \to 0 \), as \( t \to \infty \). To prove this, we take the time derivative of \( V_a(\cdot) \) along the trajectory of (34) to render

\[ \dot{V}_a = 2\text{trace}\left\{ \tilde{\Theta}^T R^{-1} \tilde{\Theta} \right\} + \text{trace}\left\{ \tilde{\Theta}^T \frac{dR^{-1}(t)}{dt} \tilde{\Theta} \right\}. \quad (35) \]

Now, substituting (34) and (27) into (35), and after some simple algebraic manipulations, yields

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{V}_a &= -\Phi^T \tilde{\Theta} \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi - 2\alpha \text{trace}\left\{ \tilde{\Theta}^T R^{-1} \tilde{\Theta} \right\} \\
&= -\Phi^T \tilde{\Theta} \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi - 2\alpha V_a(\tilde{\Theta}) \\
&< 0, \quad (36)
\end{align*}
\]

for all \( \tilde{\Theta} \neq 0 \).

It should be noted that the forgetting factor \( \alpha \) in (34) indicates a convergent rate of approximation error. Though it is treated as a design parameter, it cannot be chosen arbitrarily, since it must be chosen such that the time-varying Riccati differential equation (30) yields a positive definite symmetric solution \( R(t) \) for \( t > 0 \). For instance, large \( \alpha \) may result in numerical instability when solving (30). For a given \( \alpha > 0 \), the monotonic and order-preserving property of TVRDE\textsuperscript{28} is utilized to ensure the existence of a positive definite symmetric solution. Let \( X(t,\alpha) \) be defined by

\[ X(t,\alpha) = \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau, \quad (37) \]

that is, \( X = R^{-1} \) and \( X > 0 \). Note that \( X(t,\alpha) \) is a continuously differentiable function of \( \alpha \), then by utilizing the Leibniz’s rule for \( \frac{\partial X}{\partial \alpha} \), we obtain

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial \alpha} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \alpha} \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau \\
= -2 \int_{t_0}^{t} (t-\tau) e^{-2\alpha(t-\tau)} \Phi(\tau) \Phi^T(\tau) d\tau \\
\leq 0 \quad (38)
\]

for all \( t > 0 \), which shows that \( X(t,\alpha) > 0 \) is monotonically decreasing as \( \alpha \) increases. Similarly, we can show that \( R(t,\alpha) > 0 \) is an increasing function of \( \alpha \). To prove this, we apply the fact that \( XX^{-1} = I \) to obtain

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial \alpha} X^{-1} + X \frac{\partial X^{-1}}{\partial \alpha} = 0,
\]

\[ 12 \text{ of } 22 \]
hence we obtain
\[
\frac{\partial R}{\partial \alpha} = \frac{\partial X^{-1}}{\partial \alpha} = -X^{-1}\frac{\partial X}{\partial \alpha}X^{-1} \geq 0.
\]
This result confirms that the fast adaption can be achieved by choosing larger \( \alpha \), since \( R \) is an increasing matrix function of \( \alpha \).

Many known numerical schemes can be used to solve the TVRDE (30) for a given \( \alpha \). For instance, one may first convert the TVRDE into coupled \( q(q + 1)/2 \) differential equations and use a numerical integration scheme to solve these equations for \( R(t) \) at each \( t \), then check if \( R(t) > 0 \). In practice, it is important to note that the upper bound on \( \alpha \) can be numerically determined by solving the TVRDE for a positive definite solution, hence the maximum achievable rate of convergence is assumed to be known when a set of basis functions \( \Phi(t) \) is known.

IV. A Momentum Estimator

We propose the following momentum estimator for (10),
\[
\dot{\hat{H}}(t) = \hat{H}(t) \times \omega(t) + u(t) + L_c(H - \hat{H}) + \hat{f}(t),
\]
where \( \hat{H} \) denotes the estimate of \( H \), \( \hat{f} \) the estimate of \( f \) as defined in (21), and \( L_c \) the estimator gain matrix to be determined. Let the momentum estimation error be defined as
\[
e(t) = \hat{H}(t) - H(t),
\]
then we can simply obtain
\[
\dot{e}(t) = \dot{\hat{H}}(t) - \hat{H}(t).
\]
Substituting (10) and (39) into (40) yields the estimation error dynamics as
\[
\dot{e}(t) = e(t) \times \omega(t) - L_c e(t) + \hat{\Theta}^T(t)\Phi(t),
\]
where we have applied the fact that \( \hat{f}(t) - f(t) = \hat{\Theta}^T(t)\Phi(t) \). Next, we show that \( e(t) \) and \( \hat{\Theta}(t) \) converge to 0 at a rate of convergence \( \alpha \).

Let
\[
V(e, \hat{\Theta}) = \eta e^T e + \text{trace} \left\{ \hat{\Theta}^T R^{-1} \hat{\Theta} \right\}
\]
be a candidate Lyapunov function for (34) and (41), where \( \eta > 0 \) is a parameter to be determined. Now, taking the time derivative of \( V(e, \hat{\Theta}) \) along the trajectory of (41) and
(34), we obtain
\[ \dot{V}(e, \tilde{\Theta}) = -2\eta e^T L_c e + 2\eta e^T (e \times \omega) + 2\eta e^T \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi + \dot{V}_a \]  
(42)

Since \( e \times \omega \) is perpendicular to \( e \), the second term above is zero. Now, substituting (36) into (42), we obtain
\[ \dot{V}(e, \tilde{\Theta}) = -2\eta e^T L_c e + 2\eta e^T \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi - \Phi^T \tilde{\Theta} \Phi - 2\alpha V_a(\tilde{\Theta}). \]  
(43)

Now, we can choose the observer gain \( L_c \) to be a positive definite symmetric matrix such that \( e^T L_c e \geq \lambda_m \| e \|^2 \), where \( \lambda_m \) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of \( L_c \). More specifically, we choose \( L_c \) such that \( \lambda_m \geq (\alpha + \gamma) \), where \( \alpha \) is the forgetting factor and \( \gamma > 0 \) is any scalar. Then, (43) can be rewritten as
\[ \dot{V}(e, \tilde{\Theta}) \leq -2\alpha \eta \| e \|^2 - 2\alpha \text{trace} \left\{ \tilde{\Theta}^T R^{-1} \tilde{\Theta} \right\} - 2\gamma \eta \| e \|^2 + 2\eta \| e \| \| \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi \| - \| \tilde{\Theta} \Phi \|^2 \]
\[ = -2\alpha V(e, \tilde{\Theta}) - 2 \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\gamma^2 \eta^2 \| e \|}{\| \tilde{\Theta}^T \Phi \|} & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -\frac{1}{2} \gamma^{-\frac{1}{2}} \eta \frac{1}{2} \\ -\frac{1}{2} \gamma^{-\frac{1}{2}} \eta \frac{1}{2} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \gamma^2 \eta^2 \| e \| \end{bmatrix}. \]
(44)

We note that \( \dot{V} \leq -2\alpha V \) if we can find \( \eta > 0 \) such that \( M(\eta) \geq 0 \), and this is true if and only if \( \eta \leq 2\gamma \). Hence, by Definition 1, we have just demonstrated that both the momentum estimation error \( e(t) \) and the disturbance estimation error \( \tilde{\Theta}(t) \) are quadratically stable at a rate of convergence \( \alpha \). Figure 2 shows a schematic of spacecraft attitude control block diagram with the proposed disturbance torque estimator.

![Figure 2. Schematic block diagram for disturbance torque estimation.](image-url)
V. Numerical Simulations

In this section, we consider a lunar orbiting small spacecraft with an orbiting rate of two hours. We assume that the spacecraft is axisymmetric and its principal moment of inertia are: $I_{xx} = 110 \text{ kg-m}^2$, $I_{yy} = 100 \text{ kg-m}^2$, and $I_{zz} = 50 \text{ kg-m}^2$. It was indicated in Swei et al.\textsuperscript{21} that the lunar gravity gradient torque is the dominant disturbance torque exerted to the spacecraft, and it is described, with respect to the body-fixed frame, as\textsuperscript{23}

$$
\begin{align*}
    f_x &= -6n^2(I_{yy} - I_{zz})(q_1q_4 + q_2q_3)(1 - 2q_1^2 - 2q_2^2) \\
    f_y &= -6n^2(I_{zz} - I_{xx})(q_1q_3 - q_2q_4)(1 - 2q_1^2 - 2q_2^2) \\
    f_z &= -12n^2(I_{xx} - I_{yy})(q_1q_3 - q_2q_4)(q_1q_4 + q_2q_3)
\end{align*}
$$

where $n$ denotes the orbiting rate and $q_i$ the measured attitude quaternions. Figure 3 shows the spacecraft momentum status in the inertial frame over the course of two days, where the spacecraft is slowly rotating about the body-fixed Z-axis, which is held normal to the sun vector. We can clearly see the large momentum build-up in the inertial Y-axis, while the momentum variations in the (X,Z)-axis are cyclic and much less pronounced. Therefore, when the estimated disturbance torques and the spacecraft attitude are made available, we can command an attitude maneuver for the spacecraft to align the axis of the reaction wheels momentum build-up to be opposite to the inertial Y-axis for momentum unloading.

![Figure 3. Spacecraft angular momentum build-up in the inertial frame.](image)

The second order Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are used as basis functions, that is $\Phi(t) = \{1, t, 2t^2 - 1\}$. Two levels of forgetting factor are considered in the estimation of disturbance torques; $\alpha = 0.1$ and $\alpha = 0.01$. The estimator gain $L_c$ is chosen to be 0.25;
larger $L_c$ was also tried but it resulted in an excessive "chattering" response. In this study, we neglected the sensor noise in the measurements, however it should be noted that the estimator gain $L_c$ might be further restricted if we include the measurement noise, which becomes especially relevant in the framework of Kalman filter design. Figures 4 and 5 show the adaptive estimation of disturbance torques and angular momentum when $\alpha = 0.1$. As shown the proposed adaptive disturbance estimator is able to accurately predict the disturbance torques in less than two minutes. When $\alpha = 0.01$, Figs. 6 and 7 show much slower rate of convergence, but still able to accurately predict the disturbance torques in about ten minutes. In addition, Figs. 8 and 9 show the time history of the nine elements in the estimation error matrix $\hat{\Theta}(t)$, they all converge to zero at a convergent rate of $\alpha = 0.1$ and $\alpha = 0.01$, respectively. It should be noted that, when $\alpha = 0.5$, the adaptive solutions in (34) failed to exist due to numerical instability.

Next, we consider that the four reaction wheels are placed in a four-sided pyramid configuration with base angle $\beta = 45$ deg and the initial rotational rates along their spin axis given by $[100 \ 500 \ 100 \ -700]$ rad/s. The reaction wheel axial moment of inertia is assumed to be 0.001 kg-m$^2$, hence the total reaction wheel angular momentum vector equals $[0 \ 0.85 \ 0]$ Nms. This is to simulate a lunar orbiting scenario where the total reaction wheel momentum has reached a threshold that requires de-saturation. In what follows, we will show that we can utilize the estimated environmental disturbance torque to unload the reaction wheel momentum. For easy illustration, we set the body-fixed $Y_B$-axis to coincide
Figure 5. Actual angular momentum and estimated angular momentum; $\alpha = 0.1$.

Figure 6. Actual disturbance torques and estimated disturbance torques; $\alpha = 0.01$. 
Figure 7. Actual angular momentum and estimated angular momentum; $\alpha = 0.01$.

Figure 8. Elements of $\hat{\Theta}$; $\alpha = 0.1$. 
with the inertial Y-axis, hence we can execute reaction wheel momentum unloading while holding the attitude. These results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the gradually winding down of the reaction wheel speeds of wheel #2 and wheel #4, whereas Fig. 11 shows the level of reaction wheel angular momentum reduction during the first six hours or 3 orbits.
VI. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel disturbance torque estimator was developed by utilizing the adaptive least-squares approach with a set of Chebyshev polynomials as basis functions. Given the forgetting factor $\alpha$ from the covariance updating law, an integrated adaptive scheme was proposed that guarantees the prescribed rate of convergence $\alpha$ for both spacecraft momentum and disturbance input estimation. The proposed concept was successfully demonstrated through simulations for a lunar orbiting spacecraft. The results showed that the proposed disturbance input estimator was able to predict the external disturbance torques at various prescribed convergent rate. Furthermore, the estimated disturbance torque was used for assisting spacecraft momentum management by desaturating the reaction wheel momentum.
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